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By B£LA LENOYEL in Troy, New York. 
Introduction. 
The spectral theorem of bounded selfadjoint operators has 
been proved by a great number of authors. Considerably fewer 
methods of proof are known for the spectral theorem in the gen-
eral non-bounded case. These proofs, given by von NEUMANN1), 
F. RIESZ2), RIESZ and LORCH3) and STONE4) reduce the problem, 
in some way or other, to the bounded case. This reduction is 
carried out by a CAYLEY transformation, or by the aid of the 
resolvent of the operator. Recently KOOPMAN and DOOB5) showed 
that the problem of spectral resolution is essentially a problem 
of representation of a class of complex functions by STIELTJES 
integrals. They showed that, if / is any given element of the 
HILBERT space and R, is the resolvent of a selfadjoint operator//, 
then there exists a bounded, real and monotone-increasing func-
tion (>(A) such that 
- 00 
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Once this is proved the standard form of the spectral resolution 
can be obtained quite easily. 
In the present paper we shall develop a method that leads 
to the result of KOOPMAN and DOOB. However, we shall not merely 
prove the existence of a function with the required properties, 
but we shall explicitly determine in terms of the resolvent. 
Our proof is a generalization of the proof of HELLINOER6), who 
proved the spectral theorem for bounded selfadjoint operators in 
terms of quadratic forms of infinitely many variables. Hellinger's 
proof was based on the power series development of the resol-
vent ; i. e. the series 
( / , / ) , w , f ) , ( H 2 f J ) , j 
z + f 2s 
which is always convergent if \z\ is greater then the bound of H. 
This method seemed to be restricted to bounded operators7), since 
in general there exists no such power series in the unbounded 
case. Fortunately, however, in order to obtain the desired result 
we do not need the whole power series; we need certain analytic 
properties of the resolvent only. As a matter of fact —¡/|2/z, the 
first term of the series, always exists and, if / is in the domain 
of H then the difference between (/?,/,/) and — |/|2/z can be 
easily estimated. It is possible to carry through the calculations 
of HELLINOER by using this first term of the series. Those ele-
ments of the HILBERT space which are not in the domain of H 
can be drawn into the discussion by making use of the continuity 
of (RJ, f ) in / for any fixed z. 
I. The Spectral Problem8). 
Let H be a selfadjoint operator of the HILBERT space § and 
Jet / and g denote elements of The well-known problem of 
spectral resolution is to prove that for every selfadjoint operator 
8) E. HELLINGER, Neue Begründung der Theorie quadratischer Formen 
von unendlichvielen Veränderlichen, Journal für reine und angewandte Math., 
136 (1909), pp. 210-271. 
') Cf. *), pp. 183—184. 
8) For definitions of the fundamental concepts and for proofs of the 
statements of this section cf. *), esp. chapters I, II and IV. The terminology 
and the notation of STONE is used throughout this paper. 
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H there exists a family of projection operators E(X), — oo^X^+oo, 
with the following properties: 
a) E(X) E(/i) = E(n) E(X) = E(X) if X ^ p, 
b) E{X + G) = E(X)\ i. e. E(X) is continuous to the right, 
c) E(X) -+0 if I •*• — OO and E(X)-*I if X + + 00, where 0 and / 
denote the zero and the identity operators respectively, 
d) f is in the domain of H if and only if 
+00 
J A*rf|£(A)/p < + 00, 
- OD 




holds for every g in £ and every / in the domain of H. 
A family of projections satisfying the conditions a), b) and c), 
independent of H, is called a resolution of the identity. If condi-
tions d) and e) are also satisfied, we say that the resolution of 
the identity belongs to H. 
The resolvent of the operator H is defined as the inverse 
of H—zI, 
R. = ( H - z I ) ' \ 
where z = x + iy is a complex number. It can be shown that if 
V + O the resolvent always exists and is a bounded linear operator 
with the following properties: 
For every fixed / and g (R.f, g) is an analytic function of 
z in both haifplanes y > 0 and y< 0. Furthermore, if J>4=0 and 
/ 4 = 0 , 
(2) R.-Rs = (z-*)R,R, 
i. e. 
(RJ,g)-(R,f,g)^i.z-z'){R,R,f>g) 
for every / and g. 
RJ is always in the domain of H. By the fundamental property 
of the selfadjoint operator H we have (RJ, HRJ) = (HRJyR.f). 
Hence, since 
(3) HR. = /+zR„ 
(RJ, f + z R , f ) = (f+zRJ, R,f), 
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or 
(4) (/?,/, f ) - ( / , R.f) = (zRJ, R z f ) + (R.f, zRJ) 
(5) Im (RJJ) = \RJ\*\mz. 
From this it follows that \m{R,f,f) is positive in the upper and 
negative in the lower half-plane. Moreover |Im (R2f,f)\Si |(/?*/, / ) 




for y > 0. From (5) and (6) follows 
(8) lm(RJ,f)^\f\yy. ' 
It is well-known that, if E(l) is a resolution of the identity 
belonging to the selfadjoint operator H, then 
( 9 ) • , 
+ 00 
Conversely, if the family of projections E(l) is a resolution of the 
identity which satisfies (9), then it also satisfies the conditions 
d) and e) on page 3; in other words E{1) belongs to H.9) We 
can therefore shift our attention from the original problem to the 
problem of finding a resolution of the identity connected with 
the resolvent of H by equation (9). Furthermore, in order to es-
tablish the spectral theorem it is sufficient to prove that for every 
selfadjoint operator H and every given pair of elements / and g 
there exists a function of bounded variation Q(X;f,g), bilinear in 
/ and g, such that 
do) (RJ,z) = J dQit̂ zg) • 
- 00 
Furthermore !*>(*;/, g")| ^ |/| and QW>\f,g)-+ 0 if ¿ + 
This function can be made continuous to the right; i. e. 
Q(X;f,g) = Q(X + 0 ; f , g ) . It follows that for every I there exists 
a bounded linear operator E(X), such that Q(X\f,g) = (E(l)f.g). 
Making use of (2) one can show that EQ.) satisfies the conditions 
a) and c), whereas b) is an immediate consequence of the conti-
3) For a detailed discussion cf. 4), esp. chapter V, pp. 173—176. 
12 
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nuity of q to the right. Thus E(X) is a resolution of the identity 
and we have a representation of the form (9). 
Moreover, it is sufficient to establish the existence of a re-
presentation of the form (10) for the special case f—g\ i. e. to 
show that for every / there exists a function of bounded variation 
= Q(X;f,f) such that 
01) ( * , / , / ) = 
- CO 
holds for every z; furthermore 0 ̂  g(X; f , f ) ^ |/|2 and (»(̂  ;/,/)-• 0 
if X + — oo. For, on account of the bilinearity of (R,f, g) we can 
easily verify the following equation : 
4 ( r j , ¿r)=(/?, (f+g),/+g) - m f - g ) , f-g)+ 
+ W.V+ ig), f+ ig) - ( £ ( / - ig), / - <"£)]• 
Therefore, by simple addition we obtain 
- CO 
where Q,(X)== Q(X-, f , g) is the sum of four Q'S with the homo-
geneous arguments f+g and f+ig respectively. Evidently 
(>(X;f,g)->-0 for all / and g if X-* — oo. However, if there exists 
a function $(X;f,g) for which (10) is satisfied and lim e(A) = 0 
- oo 
then, according to a lemma of STIELTJES there exists only one such 
function10). (RJ, g) is bilinear in / and g, hence so is (>(A; /, g) 
on account of its uniqueness. Since e(X;f, / ) ^ 0 for all / and X 
we can apply Schwarz's lemma 
\Q(X;f,g)\^Q(X;f, /)* Q(X;g, g)'" ^\f\ 
Thus the spectral theorem is proved if we can show that 
for every / i n (R,f,f) is representable in the form (10) and 
Q(*-',f>f) satisfies the conditions described above. This will be 
done in section II. 
II. Proof of the Representation Theorem. 
One of the earliest proofs of the spectral theorem is due to 
HELLINGER. It is of particularly great value because it does not 
only establish the existence of a spectral resolution, but actually 
" ) Cf. % pp. 163—164. 
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. determines the resolution of the identity belonging to a given 
selfadjoint operator. In the abstract formulation Hellinger's result 
reads: 
№ ) / , / ) + (£(^-0)/, f ) - [ ( E ( v ) f , f ) + (E(v-0)f, /)] = 
<12) 
t* 
= lim - M Im (Rz+iJ,f)dx, 
y-*- CD J 
where E(X) is the resolution of the identity which belongs to the 
operator H, therefore 
( ,3, < * , / , / ) _ f " « № / • / ) 
- 00 
holds for every non-real z. We shall prove here, that if H is a 
selfadjoint operator and / is any element of then 
x 
lim flm (RI+iyf,f)dx = Q{X) y-i-0 71 J 




- 0 0 
The rest of the proof is indicated in • the previous section. The 
forthcoming calculations have an almost entirely function-theoretical 
character. All necessary information about HILBERT space is given 
in the following lemma: 
Let.f be an element in the domain of H and ^4=0, then 
where ip(z) is analytic for j>>0 and \zif>(z) \ <K/y. The constant 
K is determined by f . 
The validity of this lemma follows from (b) immediately. 
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In fact 
We set tp(z) = ( R i H f j ) / z and obtain from (6) 
I zip (z) | = | (/?, H f , / ) | ^ = . 
Theorem. If f is an element of & and Rt the resolvent of 
a self adjoint operator then 
I. the function 
° (x, y) = ^ J Im (/?i+i„/, / ) dx 
exists for every x, — oo^x^ + oo and every y > 0; it is a real, 
monotone-increasing function of x, a(x, y) ^ 0; 
2. (>(x)= lim a{x, y) exists for all x; 
We can evidently restrict our attention to elements with |/| = 1. 
Let / be such an element in the domain of H. In order to simplify 
the notation we write w(z) = (RJ, /). According to the lemma 
w(z) + l/z = ip(z). Since «^(z) is analytic for y>0 , §ip(z)dz — 0 
a 
if G is any closed curve in the upper half-plane. Let G be the 
straight line connecting —M + iy with M + iy and the arc of a 
circle around the origin from M + iy to — M + i y . Let tan £ — y/M 
and R2 = Mz + y2. If M tends to infinity, the integral on the arc 
tends to 0, since by the lemma 
K x
 t a n ( t ~ T ) K ] r el-
2 
tan-I "2~j = 
2K 2cos2 y 2K. 2 2K, 2R 
This tends to 0 for every fixed y if R-+ oo. 
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Thus 
+ M 
(16) lim f = 0 
M-t-O! J V Z) 
-M 
for every y > 0. Separating the imaginary part of the integral and 
+ M 
noting that lim | Im — dx =— n we obtain 
Jf-> 00 J Z 
- U 
+ OJ 
(17) J Im w(z)dx = n 
- 00 
for every >0 . The integral in (17) is absolutely convergent since 
Im H>(Z)^0. Hence o(x, y) exists for every y > 0 and is a real 
monotone-increasing function of x as stated in the theorem. 
In order to remove the restriction that / is in the domain 
of H we make use of the continuity of (RJ, f ) in / and of the 
fact that the domain of H is everywhere dense in It is clear 
that for every given /, e > 0 and M > 0, we can choose an ele-
ment / ' in the domain of H such that 
l l / l 2 - | / T I < ^ 
and 
£ 
for every and every x. Hence 
+ M 





J Im ( R J ; / ) dx < n |/'P + * l / p + e 
- M 
for every e > 0. Thereby the first statement of the theorem is proved. 
We introduce the integrated functions : n ) 
u ) At this point we use an argument very similar to that employed by 
R. NEVANLINNA, Asymptotische Entwicklungen beschränkter Funktionen und 
das Stieltjessche Momentenproblem, Annales Academiae Scientiarum Fennicae, 
(A) 18 (1922), pp. 1—53. 
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(19) w2(z) = J w,(z) dz, 
where both y and ya are positive and the path of integration is 
in the upper half-plane. iVj and w2 are analytic functions of z in 
the half-plane y>0. Furthermore 
X y 
(20) w,(z) = J + />„) dx + i\w(x + iy) dy; • 
xo Vo 
hence by (6) 
(21) |W l ( z )|^|/|«[J fL=iy_+|iogX ) . 
Thus, if y tends to 0, w^z) tends to infinity of order not higher 
than logy. The integrated function w2(z) is continuous for y = 0 
o 
since { l o g y d y is finite. The imaginary part of (20) gives 
Vo. 
x y 
(22) vy (x + iy) = ]" vdx + \udy 
*o Vt 
which relation together with (17) shows that, for every fixed y > 0, 
vt is uniformly bounded in x. Moreover 
ps ) £ i i < i ± M _ „ ( , + i y , i 
similarly 
(24) ^ ± i A = V l ( x + i y ) , 
hence 
(25) * S g + a . . . < , + W > 0 
for every j>>0. Thus the function v2(x + iy) is a convex function 
of x for every fixed y > 0. A well-known argument shows that 
its limit for y = 0, v2(x) = lim v2(x + iy), is also convex; but a 
v=0 
convex function has derivatives to the right as well as to the left; 
they can differ from each other on a countable set only. Con-
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sequently ^ ^ exists for almost every x, more precisely for 
every x with the possible exception of a countable set, — it is a 
monotone non-decreasing function of x. On account of the con-
vexity of Vi we have for every h > 0 
v»(x + iy)--vtix—h+iy)^^ | v1(x + h + iy)-v2(x + iy) 
valid for every positive y. If h is fixed and y tends to 0, the limits 
on the right and on the left exist since v2 continuous for ^ = 0. 
Hence 
^ t z ^ - R ^ l im in f t ^x + O O * 
^ lim sup Vl(x + iy) <£ ̂  + . 
l/=0 /1 
Now, if h tends to 0, then both difference-quotients tend to the 
same limit for all values of x where the derivatives of v2(x) to 
the right and to the left coincide; i. e. everywhere with the pos-
sible exception of a countable set. Everywhere except on this set 
vi(x) = lim v1(* + /j')—Wi(x) exists and is a monotone non-de-
y=0 
creasing function of x. Evidently vt(x — 0) and i;i(x + 0) exist for 
every x ; wherever they coincide ^(x) also exists. At every point 
of discontinuity we can assign to vt an arbitrary value between 
^ ( x - 0 ) and v,(x + 0). The function vx(x) so extended is defined 
for every x ; it is a monotone increasing (non-decreasing) function 
with a variation not exceeding This follows from (17) since 
Iw.(*i + iy)~vx(x2 + iy)| = | J v{l + iy)dx\^\f\>n, 
xl 
therefore | (JCx ) — (X2) | ^ |/|
2TI. 
Now we turn to the integral representation of w(z) = ( R , f , f ) . 
According to Poisson's theorem 
- 0» 
where C is a real constant and tj > 0. The integral is absolutely 
convergent for all y > y > 0 since 
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h f . ( t + W l < i _ i _ f , t i + ^ i , 
| n J X+ITJ — Z n y — r¡ J ' 
It follows from (5) that C = 0 since the integral tends to 0 if y 




- 0 0 - 00 
tend to the same limit if tends to 0, since their difference 
does not exceed 
+ 00 
1 f v(X + iv)dX I r v(X + h 
n J X-j-irj—z n J X — ; 
i f 
yv(l + ÍT]) r¡-
\X-z\\X + iV-z\ - y ( y - v ) ' 
K being a constant. Hence by (26) 
+ 00 
(27) = lim-L f + dl. v ' w n J X—z 
- oc 
Integration by parts gives 
+ QO +oo 
« a t 1 f v(X + iy)dX l C Vl(X + iv)dX <28) IT J T=~z = n J (X-zf 
- 00 - 00 
for every rj> 0, since v^X + irj) is bounded for every fixed rj. 
The definition of v2 gives 
n >• 
V2(X + iy) = J (x0 + irf)di} + j vx{x + irj) dx, 
VO *O 
hence for every fixed t}> 0 
l i ^ - M ^ I ^ C j + QIA-JCo), 
where Ct and C2 do not depend on X. This inequality justifies a 
repeated partial integration of (28) with the result 
«> I 
- 00 
If i] tends to 0 this integral tends to 
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In fact, from the equation v2(X + iT}) — V2(X) = J ? + iy)dy 
and from (21) we obtain the inequality 
\v2(X + iV)-v2(X)\^\ffr] 1-^-7— + 
' so 
log — 1 
y* 
Hence the difference between the two integrals in (29) and (30) 







which tends to 0 with i\. 
It has been proved thus far that 
+ 00 
(31) 
2 f * 
1 ' 7! J a - Z f • 
We can now revert the partial integration since v2(X) has a deri-
vative for every X with the possible exception of a countable set 






IV ( z ) — L { z ) n J (X-; 
w 
» - t J - T Î 
« 
With this last equation at our disposal we can prove the existence 
of (»(A) for every X. The imaginary part of (33) gives 
+ 00 
(34) 
This integral is bounded and ^(A) is a function of bounded va-
riation. Hence we can integrate with respect to x and revert the 
order of integration: 
X + 0 0 
jv(x + iy)dx= 1 J ( f - tan 
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which becomes after integration by parts 
+ 00 
(*•) T J (*-*)•+/ 
- 00 
The integral in (35) is a Poisson integral; it represents a harmonic 
function in the upper half-plane. It follows from the well-known 
theory of Poisson integrals that if y tends to 0 this harmonic 
function tends to v,(x) at every point of continuity of v^x) and to 
-^-{^(x + O) -f Vi(x—0)} at every point of discontinuity. Hence 
x 
7T(»(x) = Iim $ v(x + iy)dx exists for every x; it is equal to 
y-*-0 -oo j 
Vj(x)—vt(— oo) and y (* + 0) + Vj(x — 0)} — v1(—oo) respec-
tively. p(jc) is evidently a monotone-increasing (non-decreasing) 
function of x. This proves the first and the second statement of 
the theorem. We can now replace Vi by ng in (33) and obtain 
(Received August 19, 1937.) 
